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I A !fEW ROT AIR BALLOON. uingtoburnfiercelyuntil the cisterns are emausted. Theseare would weigh, in pounds, 70 X 70 X 70 X rr" or18,720 lbs., be· 

The possibili1Jf of ascending in a balloon filled with hot air of course replenished from the tin cans carried in the car, as cause the contents of spheres are directly proportional to the 
was long since demonstrated, but the death of one of the previously explained. The average heat generated through· cubes of their diameters .. Hence, by the above process we 
earliest experimenters, followed by the manufacture of coal out the balloon is about 100° above the surrounding atmos. should reduce this weight by 18,720 divided by 5, or 2,744 
gas, led to the abandonment of the system. A Frenchman phere, a higher temperature than that being considered dan. lbs. This, then, would be the total lifting power of the bal· 
named Menier has recently revived the idea, and has made; gerous for the fabric of the balloon. It has been found, how.! loon, or exactly 28t cwt.; and deducting 13 cwt. for the 
experiments on a scale of considerable extent. His scheme i ever, experimentally, that a temperature of 22° above the 

I 
weight of the entire apparatus, we find that lOt cwt. is the 

is to employ a balloon filled with hot air, in a captive condi· i surrounding atmosphere will actually lift the balloon off the excess of lifting power arrived at. Occupants, freight and 
tion only, as a means for obtaining observations from a con· I ground. balla1!t to that extent could therefore be carried in M. Me
siderable altitude for an army upon the line of march; and 

I
I The actual lifting power of M. Menier's·hot air balloon, I nier's balloon. 

experiments have been instituted at the Woolwich Arsenal, says the Engineer, from whose pages we select the engraving,' ------....... ,� ... , ...... _-----
England, with a balloon of gigantic size, which hasbeen con· can easily be calculated. Air, when heated from 50° to the I lIIapetlc Condensation. 
structed under the supervision It is well known that a bar of 
of the well known aeronaut, Mr. soft iron, surrounded by an in-
Simmons, for this purpose, a duction coil of wire, becomes 
paraffin lamp being used for magnetized on the passaW of 
heating, which is the invention a current through the latter. 
of M. Menier. Large magnets are frequently 

The accompanying plan eng-ra· thus constructed; and in one ca· 
ving will give the reader an idea pable of sustaining 330 lbs., M. 
of the proportions of this bal· T/OIIS Lallemand has noticed a curious 
loon, and of the apparatus em· Condition. He states that, after 
ployed for heating it. The bal· allowing the above weight to be 
loon is nearly. circular, 70 feet supported by the magnet, he reo 
in diameter, the aperture at the moved all but 110 lbs., and then 
neck being almost closed by a interrupted the current. The 
tin diaphragm which separates '" weight, however, remained sup· 
the balloon from the car, sus- ported, as it appeared, by resi· 
pended 4 feet beneath by cords dual magnetism inthe iron. On 
surrounding the balloon. A man· I removing the armature and 
hole is contrived in the dia. " I weight, and then trying to reo 
phragm, so that observations can 

I ' place the armature, it was found 
be taken of the interior of the 

I I I that the magnetism in the bar 
balloon during an asrent. The 

I II I 
had disappeared and that there 

car is of wirework, with a wood· 
I I I was not sufficient to hold the 

en hoop round the top and bot· 
I I",l armature alone. La Nature 

tom, and runs upon three light I� mentions this as a new discove. I�I carriage wheels, by means of ,u, ry, and suggests experimenting 
which it can be transported from them. In this view our cotem. 
one place to another, with the I, porary is at fault, as a well 
whole of the balloon and its at- known electrical expert informs 
tendant gear packed upon the I PART. /)1" us that, in using large magnets, 
top. The wheels remain attached he has repeatedly remarked the I to the car during an ascent. The , same phenomenon, and is, be. 
heating apparatus, which con· I sides, under the impression that 
sists of a huge paraffin lamp I even a greater proportion than 
with a copper cLimney, the one third the weight can be 
whole being 25 feet high from sustained by the residual mag. 
the ground, rests upon the tin netism left in the bar. The ex· 
diaphragm, being supp0r!ed by planation is doubtless to be 
light girders of wrought T iron, found in the re.arrangement of 
crossing the ring round the dia. the atoms of the iron under the 
phragm (see the section, at the influence of the current, a con. 
upper part of the illustration, dltion which, though of course 
for the girders). The furnace Fla, J not visible, can nevertheless 
for the lamp, the details of which be made to demonstrate its pre. 
will be described presently, rests sence, as ProfessQr Tyndall has 
within a tin cylinder projecting f1lL.C1rmJN shown, by a click at the estab 
beneath the diaphragm, being lishment and interruption of the 
supported by bent rods of iron electric 1l0w. The magnet and 
crossing the cylinder. It has its armature and weight thus 
four feed pipes, leading into it form a circuit, which may be 
and communicating with two likened to a band of steel held 
oil cisterns suspended from the in annular form. The atoms reo 
diaphragm ring, two to each cis· tain their altered places even 
tern. The cisterns are filled MENIER'S HOT AIR BALLOON. after the stoppage of the cur 
from cans of oil, by means of rent; but the instant the conti 
small force pumps and a supply pipe-a waste pipe being boiling point, 212°, expands to the extent of 33 per cent be· ; nuity of the ring is broken, they return to their normal posi. 
also attached to each, leading away into an empty can. The yond its original bulk. Assuming then the average tempera· , tion, just as do the particles of steel when strain is removed, 
furnace is immediately beneath the chimney, which is con. ture of the surrounding atmosphere up to a short distance - ••••• 
structed of thin sheet copper, having a bulb at the bottom 6 from the earth's surface, say 300 yards, to be 50°, we should; IlAl'ETY CATCR FOB CRANES. 
feet in diameter. The chimney is divided into several por. expel from the balloon, by heating it to 150° of heat, about: Accidents from overloading cranes frequently take place, as 
tions, as may be seen in the engraving, which take to pieces, 20 per cent. of its original contents. Now a globe of air 1 foot ; the weight of heavy masses is not always known; and men 
and are capable of packing into a small space for easy tran. in diameter weighs as nearly as possible �th of a pound; are adt to risk a tatastrophe rather than stop work or wait for 
sit. At the top is a head of open wirework, crowned with an I and as Menier's balloon is very nearly spherical, its contents assistance, The Northwestern Railway of Austria has re� 
Mbestos mat or damper, to prevent thE' • 

cently brought into use an appliance 
heat striking directly upwards and � which prevents the machine being 
burning the roof of the balloon. The . - =-= overtaxed, and makes it impossible 
substance of the balloon is French to lilt a weight heavier than that 
cambric, an excessively fine fabric, for which the crane is designed. The 
with a double crossed woof, 110 as to be end of the lifting chain, instead of 
impervious to the air. It is slightly 

-:1) being fastened to a fixed link at the 
heavier than the silk usually employed end of the ji .. , is attached to a link 
for balloons, but requires no prepara- � hung to a crossbar, at each end of 
tion or dressing of any kind to render . I which is a vertical bolt rising through 
it airtight. 'fhe furuace or hurner is .: . a casting in the head of the jib, and 
of annular character, constructed of .. 1 carried by a pair of volute springs. 
copper, hollow, with a bulge all round The arrangement is clearly shown in 
at the bottom, to contain the oil. At the engraving. These bolts can be 
the junction of the bulge and the adjusted with the greatest nicety, 
walls of the furnace, OIl both sides, is and the strength of the spring is 
a ring of wick (see AA.) At the sum· made to correspond with the maxi. 
mit of the burner or furnace are mum load that the crane is to lift. 
numbers of perforations piercing into 
its interior. A wall or ring of metal 
is erected on the top to direct the flame 
upwards. The action of the appara· 
tus is as follows: Upon filling the 
bulge with oil and lighting the wicks, 
the walls of the furnace are quickly 
heated, the surface of the oil inside 
being rapidly converted into inllamma· 
ble gas as its body becomes hot. The 
gas escapes at the perforations before 
alluded to, and very shortly ignites out· 
side the burner with a loud roar, contin SAFETY OATOH FOR ORAll. 
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Fastened to each of the bolts is a 
triangular block, with a feather at 
the back, serving as a guide, and 
moving in a groove, and with a num· 
ber of V grooves in the front or in
clined side. The sheave, over which 
the chain passes, is indented to a 
pitch <corresponding to that of the 
chain itself, and on either side, and 
being a part of it, it is formed with 
a number of V grooves corresponding 
to those in the blocks above men· 
tioDed. So long, therefore, as the 



weights placed upon the crane do not exceed the set limit, 
these blocks are not moved, but if a heavier load is added, 
the springs are compressed, and the brake blocks, coming in 
contact with the sheave, lock this latter, and prevent all mo
tion.-Engineering. 

-_.-
Penn.ylvanla Hanway He.rulatlolUl. 

A new book of orders has been recently issued, which con
tains some rules which are worthy of notice and imitation, 
and which, if enforced, will certainly add much to the com
fort of passengers. Among them are the following : 

" Brakemen must announce the name of each station, and 
the length of stop when it exceeds two minutes. Baggage 
masters are prohibited from receiving perquisites for the care 
of articles. The order will go into operation as soon as pos
sible. 

" Newsboys on trains will not be permitted to individually 
importune or annoy passengers, but may announce in a low 
voice, or at intervals not exceeding four times in each car, the 
articles oiIered for sale. Nor will they be permitted to depo
sit their papers, books, etc., on the seats of the cars or in the 
laps of the passengers. 

" Depot masters and assistants, passenger conductors, and 
brakemen and baggage masters must wear suitable badges. 

"Passenger conductors must seat passengers and see to 
their comfort and enjoyment as much as possible, see that none 
stand on the platforms, or ride on baggage, mail, or express 
cars; put oiI passengers refusing to pay at the next station; 
not permit drunken and disorderly persons on trains, nor allow 
profanity. 

" Baggage agents and masters must handle baggage care
fully; the former to charge for extra weight invariably; the 
latter to carry only such packages, bundles, money, etc., as 
the Division Superintendent authorizes. 

" No tickets must be sold to persons so into:ticated as to be 
incapable of taking care of themselves, or who, by reason of 
such condition, might risk their lives by traveling, nor to any 
one incapable of self care. 

" Loungers are not permitted in telegraph offices. 
., United States mail agents, express managers, sleeping car 

conductors, porters, news agents, and individuals running 
private cars are to be regarded and to consider themselves as 
employees, and to conform to these rules and regulations." 

Some important changes have been made in the code of sig-
nals used. They are now as follows . 

"Red signifies danger, and says stop. 
" Green siguifies caution, and says go slowly. 
" White says go on, all right. 
" Green and white is a signal to stop at flag stations. 
" Blue is a sigual used by car inspectors. 
" One short blast of the whistle signifies apply the brakes. 
" Two long blasts, release the brakes. 
" Two short blasts, wheazwmintf, are an 8.D!Iwer to eigBal 

of conductor to stop at next station. 
" Three short blasts when standing mean the train or engine 

will back. 
" Four long blasts call in the flagman; four short blasts call 

for signals. 
" Two long followed by two short blasts, when running,are 

a signal on approaching a road crossing at grade. 
" A succession of short blasts is a cattle alarm. A blast of 

five seconds duration is a signal for approaching stations. 
" A lamp swung across the track means stop; raised and 

lowered vertically, go ahead; swung in a circle, come back. 
"The engine bell is always rung before starting a train, 

when passing or meeting trains, through tunnels or through 
streets; also, until each road crossing is passed. " 

striking power of nearly 1,000 tuns, was made, and very soon all 
was in readiness to begin the construction of the great gun. 
Curiously enough, His Majesty the Emperor of Russia was 
the first to see one of its coils welded, and since that time the 
work has been gradually going on, till now the steel tube, 
the breech piece, one coil, and the trunnion are finished; so 
that it is certain that by June next the gun will be ready for 
trial. It will then consist of the following parts: A tough 
steel tube inside, weighing nearly sixteen tuns and measur
ing about twenty-four feet in length, a breech piece coil 
twelve feet in length, one central coil, another coil nearer to 
the muzzle, and the trunnion coil. The cascabel through 
which the fire from the friction tube is communicated to the 
cartridge inside the gun is of steel, and immensely strong. 
Such is the weapon upon which hopes of a victory over 
twenty-inch armor plates are built. If it should succeed, 
three more will be made immediately, and the four pieces 
placed on board the Inflexible, which will then be the most 
powerfully armed vessel in the world. Possibly, at the same 
time, some addition may be made to her armor, so that she 
may be as invulnerable as she is terrible." 

• •••• 
The Sandy Hook Ordnance Experllnents. 

The tests of the smooth bore guns which have been con
verted into rifles, by the insertion of a grooved wrought iron 
or steel tube, are making favorable progre�at Sandy Hook. 
The artillery and ordnance officers conducting the trials ap
pear to be quite confident of the success of the plan, and 
assert that it will result in trebling the efficiency of the 2,000 
smooth bore guns now in Government possession. The cost 
of conversion, per gun, is about $500; and if for this moder
ate sum a weapon can be produced equal in power to the built
up rifles of England and Prussia (which in the former coun
try cost $5,000, and in the latter from $8,000 to $10,000) the 
advantages on the score of economy alone will be very consid
erable. 

The eight inch rifle now being tested is being fired with 
char£,es of 35 Ibs. of mammoth powder and 175 Ibs. projec
tiles. The one hundredth round gives a pressure of gas in 
the bore of 35,000 Ibs. per square inch, and an initial velocity 
of 1,420 feet. This gun was converted from a ten inch smooth 
bore. Further trials are to be made with the same weapon 
altered to a nine inch rifle, and fired with 40 and 50 Ibs. of 
powder and a 225 or 250 Ibs. projectile. 

.1.1. 
THE telegraph cable between Europe and Brazil was finally 

completed and opened on the 23d of June, 1874, and is work
ing well. The line cables are 3,213 miles in length, and ex
tend from Lisbon, Portugal, to St. Vincent, in the Madeira 
Islands, 1,260 miles, thence to Pernambuco, Brazil, 1,953 
miles. 

••••• 
AT a gold mine about a mile and a half east of Mount Mo

nadnoci, N. R., severo assays of ore have been made. The 
quartz is said to vary from $5 to $840 per tun, or on an aver
age not less than $100 per tun. The ledge in which the gold 
is found covers thirty-two acr�s. 

�tt.rnt �mtri(aU aud �ordgu �attut�. 
Improved Filter. 

Richard L. Gentry,Richmond, Ky.-This is a"iiltering apparatus 
through which rain or other water is passed before being collected in 
the cistern or otherwise applied for use. It consists of an outer and 
inner chamber iilled with iiltering material, to which the water is ad
mitted by a supply pipe passing through a perforated bottom of the 
outer chamber and side apertures of the inner chamber into the lat
ter, rising therein until reaching the bight of the central discharge 
pipe, from which it is carried to the cistern or other place. A perfor-

• ••• • ated outlet hole of the discharge pipe, near the bottom of the inner 
An Eighty Tun Gun. chamber, drains the filtering material from the remaining water, 

while a screw spout of the outer chamber allows the cleansing of the 
The London Standard says: "It may not be generally filter from impUrities. 

known that the principle upon which all our guns are now made Improved Maiosprinll'. 

is that discovered by Colonel Fraser. Briefly, it consists of James C. Edwards, Binghamton, N. Y.�'his invention consists of 
a series of coils, welded together in such a way that the grain the mainspring;lf a watch, clock, or other spring power, having the 
of the iron is best opposed to the explosive force of the pow- hole which receives the stud pin in the face of the barrel, arbor, or 

hub, for attaching It thereto, placed the distance of one circumferder, and encircling a steel tube, the interior of which is rifled. ence of the barrel or arbor from the end, and tapered from the hole A long bar of iron-say of eight inches square-previously to the end. The object is to graduate the rise of the next coil of the 
prepared is slowly drawn from a furnace, to a length of spring from the face of the barrel orhub on to the spring,80oato avoid 
about 300 feet, and wound in a double coil in the form of a the abrupt projection which the end of the spring forms when left 
cylinder. This is again heated and placed beneath a steam 

the full thickness, and which produces an extra strain and bend at 
that point. hammer, where it is welded together by tremendous blows, Improved llIachine for ShapinII' Chair Bottom8. 

which SO eiIectually do their work that a cylinder capable of Jacob Shuh, Rerlln, Canada, assignor to himself and John Shuh, 
bearing the greatest possible strain is formed at a compara- same place.-This machine is designed for hollowing and shaping the 
tively trifling expense. Several of these coils being made, upper side of wooden chair bottoms. It comprises mechanism for 

hQJding the plank, of which the bottom is to be made, upside down they are placed in order upon a long steel tube which has been over a rotary cutter, and ga4ing it to the cutter so as to cut to the 
made in Sheffield, and the weapon is finally turned out at an required depth and shape, both on the bottom and thl' back, and at 
average cost of about $300 a tun, as against nearly $750 at the same time feed it forward and backward laterally, and also from 
Krupp's factory in Essen. Upon this principle then it was front to rear, so that one tool will perform all the work. The hold-

1 ed t t t . ht h' h
' , , ing contrivances are adjusted for seats of di1ferent size8, as well as reso v 0 cons ruc an elg y tun gun, w Ie should be able: for varying the depth and form of the hollow. 

to pierce twenty inches of iron at a distance of a thousand I Improved Combioed Step I,adder aod Wash Beoch. 
yards, with a shot 1,600 pounds in weight, and by the aid of i Frederick S. Bidwell, Thompsonville, Conn.-The object of this in-
300 pounds of powder. The length of this maguificent piece ventlon Is to Improve the combined step ladder and wash bench 
of artillery was fixed at twenty-seven feet, its diameter at the I patented February 3, 1874. This invention consists in the Introduc
trunnion six feet, and at the muzzle sixteen inche . . d , tion of a supplementa.ry brace frame pivoted to the lower part of the s, mSl e 

Iladder-supportlng trame, so that when the ladder is used as a wash measurement. It was calculated that such a gun would be , bench and the supplementary frame set into the sockets of the latter 
able to deliver its mischief-working missile at a distance of I part, the supporting frame, jointly with the shelf brace, forms dlago
nearly ten miles, and that it would at the same time be easily I nal braces for the wash bench, and stllfens the same more fully for 
placed in the turret of a war ship �r the embrasur� of a bat- i the heavy weight generally placed thereon. 
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Improved Litho lyclte. 

Henry W. Bradford, Randolph, Mass.-The inner tube of tho appa
ratus is IllTa.nged within another tube, which forms the confining 
tube for holding a bag, and springs within such compress as will 
admit of inserting both in tlje bladder and withdrawing them from 
it. Spring jaws have the edge of the mouth of the bag fastened to 
them, and are pivoted together at one end, and at the other end are 
connected to small steel rods between the tubes. These jaws are 
provided with mechanism so as to grasp the stone, and a small tube 
of platinum is inserted after the stone has been secured in the bag, 
for conducting nitric acid into it for dissolving the stone, so that it 
will fiow out through the inner tube. The invention mainly consists 
of ingenious mechanism for governing the jaws, etc., to understand 
which a drawing would be requisite. 

Improved Door Check. 

Conrad W. Breidenbach, Dayton, O.-This consists of a stud, pro
vided with a cushion for the door to strike against and having be
neath a spring latch, which catches under the door and holds the 
same. 

Improved Shotter Fa8teoioll'. 

Josephine S. Keator,Kingston, N. Y.-This consists of an angular 
hook, which is held in position by the window sash, and which en
gages with the staple of the blind. The butt end is turned to form a 
right angle, and a lip projects upward from said portion and bears 
against the sash when an effort is made to unfasten the blind from 
the outside. The lower rail of the sash bears against the lip. 

Improved St_m Foootaio Washer. 

Henry R. Robbins,Baltimore, Md.-This invention relates to means 
whereby the steam boilers of hotels, laundries, and other buildings 
may be readily utilized for washing purposes, thereby greatly econo
mizing fuel, and lessening the cost of washing over ordinary mE'thods 
of specially generating steam for each tub or vessel. 

Improved Haodle aod Coverioll' for Borial Case8. 

William S. Wood, Newtown, N. Y.-Thls handle Is attached to 
rounded or angled comers of the lid, so that there will be two han
dles at each end, and so that thus the lid can readily be lifted and ad
justed by two persons. The same Inventor has also patented an im
proved process for covering metsllic burial eases. The shells and 
the caps of the casket are submerged in a vat of melted beeswax,and 
while the wax is warm the cloth or velvet Is put on and rubbed 01' 
pressed to the waxed surfa.ce. 

Improved Carpet Stretcher. 

John Niver, Sherman, N. Y.-The invention consists of three parts. 
a stretching bar, having It series of hooks and a perforated fiange on 
its under side, a standard for supporting it, and a detachable brace 
rod, which connects them, and is made adjustable. The construC'
tion of said parts is such that the stretching bar may be used to 
stretch the carpet In two opposite directions from the point wher(' 
the standard is located. 
Improved Machine for Trimmh.1I' KeY8 of Mosical Insu·lImeots. 

Milon Pm tt, Deep River, Conn� assignor to himself and Pl.'att,Reau 
& Co., same place.-This is a machine for trimming olf the wood re
maining on the keys after the pieces commonly known as " sharp�" 
are removed. The keyboard is moved along under a cutter, and thE' 
spaces between the keys are cut on a bevel down to the ivory. The 
cutter is actuated by means of a treadle applied to the pitman. By 
means of a gage screw, the cutteris made to stop when it cuts through 
the wood, so that the ivory is not injured. 

Improved Couplioll' Rod. 

John Way and Alvan S. Holfman, Napanock, N. Y.-This consists 
mainly of a weight attsched, by an arm, to the coupling rod, and in 
the mode of supporting the weight before coupling. The arm Is held 
up by tJie friction produc4id by a spring; but when the weight Is 
mised, and the coupling rod is set for coupling, the pressure of the 
spriDg on the arm is reduced by a catch, which holds the �pring out 
from the hanger, so that a slIght concussionreleases it, and allows th(' 
weight to drop and tum the coupling rod. 

Improved Lamp Stove. 

John W. Schreiber, New York city.-This invention relates to the 
construction of lamp stoves, in which a lamp or burner, already pat
ented by the same Inventor, is employed. _ The bottom of the fire bo.x 
is perforated, and beneath are a series of wires. Beneath the wires is 
an annular plate with holes, which are arranged directly below the 
holes In the bottom. There is a space beneath this annular plate and 
the bottom through which air is furnished to the burner, the bottom 
of which burner is perforated. The bottom of the fire box, the wires, 
and the annular plate are arranged in two separate parts, one part 
being stationary and forming the greater portion of a circle, and the 
other part being attsched to the door. When the door is closed, the 
two parts form a complete circle. The annular plate has a narrow 
flange on Its outer edge, which prevents the air from escaping out
ward. 

Improved Cooe for Smoke Stack8. 

James Hughes, Scranton, Pa.-The object of this invention is to 
break the striking force of the products of combustion before they 
reach the reticulated cover of the bonnet; and it consists In placing 
under the cover, and directly over the top of the smoke pipe, a con
cave spiral plate, which will readily allow the products of combus
tion to pass through the center and between the convolutionR, but 
will cause all to strike the plate at some point. 
Improved Process for Re8torinll' aod Porifyinll' Cau8tic Alkali. 

David Hanna, Jersey City, assignor to Henry C. Ohlen, Madison, 
N. J.-The lye is gathered in iron tanks aad agitated to tlu'ow olf th(! 
gsseous residuum it retains from the oils. After iilterlng, it is I'IIn 
Into evaporating pans, where It is kept bolling till reduced to 00" or 
40° gravity, and is then drawn olr into settling tsnks, and a quantity 
of finely pulverized quicklime added; also a little ammonia is sprin
kled over the top. After standing a few days, the alkali is drawn off 
and put up in packages. 

Improved Sewing illachioe Table.' 

William Whitworth, Cleveland, Ohlo.-The middle piece is of soft 
cheap wood. The side pieces and the, end piece are of walnut 01' 
other fine and expensive wood. The soft wood portion Is arranged 
witIi the grain running crosswise of the table, lind It will be tongued 
and grooved to the side and el!d pieces, and these pieces will be 
framed together at the ends ill any approved way. The veneer will 
be glued on in the ol:dlnary way. The table thus constructed will 
not shrink, Iior swell, nor warp by atmospheric infiuences, and will 
h'l\"c the appearance of a table of solid fine wood. 

Improved Detachable Horseshoe Calk. 

Bushrod O. Bradfield, Pittsbw-gh, Pa.-This horseshoe calk has a 
rear aperture and horizontal lips, the lower preferably a little longer 
thlUl the upper, and s"mewhat thicker. These lips embrace the botly. 
A bolt Is (JIk"8ed diagonally from the highest point of the calk through 
the body and lip. The lip, being comparatively thin, will not be ob
jectionable, while the rivet or pin is out of the way of the hoof, and 
is yet made to take a good hold upon the shoe. tery, and worked quickly and without difficulty. Of course :. . 

IUlpro.-ed Iroo Feoce. 

there were many difficulties in th f th t t' f Henry D. Stillll!On, Covington, Pa.-This fence is formed of a series e way 0 e cons ruc Ion 0 , of overlapping metallic rings, attJwhed to central connecting bars 
Improved Travelioll' Ball' I Retainioll Devioe, 

David L. Holbrook, Sing Sing, N. Y.-This invention coDBists in an 
improved traveling bag fastener formed of an anglo plate, provideLi 
with a bent arm with a chain and a link or ring. In using the device, 
the chain is passed around the ann of the car seat, or around any 
other object to which the bag Is to be secured. The angle plate is 
then passed through the ring, and placed within the traveling bag. 
The j!lw� or frame of the traveling bag are then closNl upon the arm 
Ilnd the bag locked. With thiR fastening, the bag cannot bl' "('mon',i 
wltbout fi.n<t unlocking it. 

such a weapon. No steam hammer such as that which Krupp I and secured below to a blille sill. 
' 

possessE'S at Essen was to be found in England; no forges I Improved ProoinK I •• lemeot. 
were jmilt lar.ge enough for such, a tremendous heat; no Samuel J. Vance, Palmyra, m.-This is a Pnming knife, which cuts 
cranes were in position to hoist such a weight. But all these the limbs or twigs by lever power exerted on tOO cutting knife and 
difficulties were speedily overcome by the skillful officials at hook by the downward pulling of the handle. To the upper end of 

WI ' I Th f 
• 

b 'It h h 
the handle, the rear end of the cutting knife Is pivoted, whjle the 00 WIC 1. • P orge� were· U1 ,a

. 
uge steam ammer of front part if! pivoted sidewise to a hook, having a slide gtiJde jl/ate 

forty tuns WEnght,. Wlth dou blp actIon arrangt'uwnt and a I\nd a guide hlLndfor sliding 1I10ng thp handle part. 
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